Delivery of genes and fluorescent dyes into cells of the intact lens by particle bombardment.
The authors report the use of a particle bombardment technique to deliver exogenous genes and fluorescent dyes into living fibre cells in the intact lens. Gold particles were coated with plasmid DNA encoding green fluorescent protein (GFP) or the lipophilic fluorescent probes DiI and DiO. The particles were introduced into embryonic chicken or neonatal mouse lenses using a pressurized helium charge. A significant fraction of particles penetrated the capsule and came to rest in the superficial lens cortex. Over the range tested, varying the particle size or the pressure of the helium charge had little effect on the final distribution of particles within the lens. Particle bombardment was used initially to deliver DiI and DiO into the lens. Within a few hours, bombarded lenses exhibited multicolored membranous labelling of individual, elongating fibre cells. The particle bombardment technique was also used to introduce a plasmid encoding GFP. After overnight incubation, many fibre cells in the bow region expressed GFP. On close examination by confocal reflectance microscopy, each expressing cell was found to contain a gold particle lodged in its nucleus. The authors examined the fate of GFP-expressing fibre cells over a period of 1 week in organ culture. In the embryonic chicken lens, transfected fibres showed modest (approximately two-fold) elongation. In contrast, GFP-expressing mouse lens fibres underwent dramatic elongation, reaching the anterior and posterior sutures after 7 days in culture. These species differences may reflect the fact that mitosis continued at a near normal rate in the cultured mouse lens but declined precipitously in the cultured chicken lens. These results suggest that particle bombardment, in conjunction with appropriate cell culture conditions, may prove useful in visualizing the behaviour of differentiating fibre cells in the living intact lens in vitro.